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Unit 1: Introduction to the Relationship between Music and Art
On the Introduction page of the website, look at the nine examples of
visual art and listen to the music that inspired them.

Does the music “look” like the art? How?
Does the art “sound” like the music?
How does each art example convey the: mood, style
and speed of the music and the sound of the instru-

Wassily Kandinsky’s Impression III (1911) and Arnold Schoenberg’s
Three Piano Pieces Op. 11

2.

Stuart Davis’s Swing Landscape (1938) and Earl Hines’s GT Stomp

3.

John Christie’s Homage to Ligeti/Organization and Chaos (1981) and György Ligeti’s San
Francisco Polyphony

4.

Lord Frederic Leighton’s Lieder Ohne Worte (Song without Words) (1861) and Felix
Mendels sohn’s Song Without Words
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5.

Piet Mondrian’s Broadway Boogie Woogie (1942-3) and Tommy Dorsey’s Boogie Woogie

6.

Georges Braque’s Homage to JS Bach (1912) and Johann Sebastian Bach’s Fugue from
Sonata No. 1 in g minor for Solo Violin

7.

Sharon Roffman’s C Major Scale and Sharon Roffman’s C Major Scale

8.

Stephen Malinowski’s visual creation and Johann Sebastian Bach’s Concerto for oboe
and violin, 2nd movement, BWC 1060R

9.

SYN-Phon – Graphical notation and composition by Candas Sisman
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Unit 2: The Instruments of the Orchestra

English Composer Benjamin Britten wrote a composition called the Young People’s Guide to
the Orchestra to showcase all of the instruments in the orchestra. Watch and listen to the
video of The YouTube symphony performing the Young People’s Guide to the Orchestra. Can
you identify some of the instruments that are playing? How would you describe the timbre
of each instrument (how would you describe its voice? Dark? Raspy? Shrill?) If each instrument were a person, how would you describe its personality? If each instrument were
an animal, which animal would it be? Why?

Instrument

Instrument
Family

Timbre

Personality

Animal

A cartoon is “a simple drawing showing the features of its subjects in a humorously
exaggerated way.” Based on your brainstorming about the timbre and personality of
each instrument, pick an instrument and draw it in a way that reflects how the instrument sounds to you. (For example, if you think a flute sounds like a bird, it might
have wings and be flying near a tree!)
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Unit 3: Emotions

Emotion word brainstorm! Write down all the words you can think of that express
an emotion (for example, happy or sad).
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Look at the paintings on the website. How does each painting make you feel? How do you
think the people in the painting feel? How might the artist have felt while painting these
works?

Edvard Munch: The Scream

Norman Rockwell: Christmas Dance

Arnold Böcklin: Isle of the Dead

Pablo Picasso: Melancholy woman

Vincent van Gogh: A Man and Woman Seen from the Back

Georgia O’Keeffe: Music Pink and Blue
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Jackson Pollock Number 1

Listen to the musical examples on the website. These pieces are each one movement of longer
works. A movement is like a chapter in a book. On average, most pieces have 3 or 4 movements.
To continue listening, go to Spotify and listen to the whole piece!

What emotions does each piece evoke in you? Does the music make you think of any moments
in your own life when you felt a certain emotion? Try and remember a time when you felt
happy, sad, scared, angry, proud, etc... Why did you feel that way? As you listen, see if you can
match the feeling of each piece with an experience from your own life.

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart: Symphony No. 39 K. 543 in E Flat Major (4th movement, Allegro)

Dmitri Shostakovich: Symphony No. 5 in D Minor, Op. 47 (4th movement, Allegro non troppo)

Antonin Dvorak: Piano Quartet in E flat, Op. 87 (2nd movement, Lento)
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Igor Stravinsky: Rite of Spring (Dance of the Earth)

Johannes Brahms: Symphony No. 4 in E minor, Op. 98 (3rd movement, Allegro Giocoso)

Franz Schubert: Quintet for 2 violins, viola and 2 cellos (2nd movement, Adagio)

Claude Debussy: String Quartet for 2 violins, viola and cello (2nd movement)
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Unit 4: Listening to the World

Composers listen to the world around them and sometimes incorporate the sounds they
hear into the music that they write.

In 1723, Italian composer Antonio Vivaldi wrote a piece called The Four Seasons. The Four
Seasons is made up of four concertos for violin and orchestra (concerto is a musical composition where a solo instrument, in this case the violin, plays with the orchestra backing
them up). The concertos that make up The Four Seasons are titled Spring, Summer, Autumn and Winter. Each concerto musically portrays sounds and feelings you might hear
and feel during that season. Listen to the first movement of Spring. In this movement,
Vivaldi specifically imitates three sounds that you might hear in the springtime. Can you
guess what they are?
1._______________________________
2._______________________________
3._______________________________

What sound is the music imitating in the following examples?
Sergei Prokofiev Cinderella, Op. 87
Sergei Rachmaninoff Flight of the Bumblebee
Train Sound Music Composition
Leroy Anderson Typewriter
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Art That Sounds!
Of course we are all used to looking at paintings, but have you ever listened to
one? Painters paint sound too. Sometimes the paintings are so vivid we can almost
hear the sounds in our imagination.
What do you hear in these
paintings?

Describe the sound -- is
it soft? Loud? Gentle?
Strong?

Francisco Goya:
The Snowstorm

Walter Batiss:
Bird, Monkey and Woman

Marc Chagall:
Fiddler with Ruster

Tadashi Nakayama:
Neighing Horses

Friedensreich Hundertwasser:
The Endless Way to You

Gustave Caillebotte:
The Yerres, Rain

Albert Bloch:
Windy Night Sky
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Otto Dix:
Baby with Umbilical Cord

Unit 5: Webern, Kandinsky and Shapes

Anton Webern (1883-1945) was a composer who wrote very short pieces with a lot of
interesting sounds. Sometimes he used special techniques for the string instruments in
order to attain certain effects:
Mute — a device that dampens the vibrations on an instrument, resulting in a softer sound.
Pizzicato – plucking the string with a finger instead of the bow.
Tremolo — moving the bow back and forth on the string as fast as possible, making a trembling sound.
Ponticello — this is an Italian word that means to play on the bridge, which makes an eerie,
squeaky sound.
Harmonics — a whispery sound created by putting your fingers on the left hand on the string
with a light pressure.
Russian painter Wassily Kandinsky (1866- 1944) is considered one of the first abstract
painters; this means that he painted shapes and lines and colour, rather than realistic pictures. He loved music (he played the piano and cello as a child) and felt a strong connection
between painting and listening — he felt that he could “see” music and “hear” colour. Look at
the paintings on the website and think about our shape game. Try singing or adding sound
effects to the shapes in the paintings. Can you turn the paintings into music?
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Unit 6: Composer’s Choices
A composer chooses the tempo, or how fast or slow he or she wants the music to
go.
Duration is related to tempo. Duration means the length of time something continues.
What is the duration of your ability to stay under water without coming up for air?
Notes can be short and quick or last a long time.
Listen to the two examples of music: one has a fast tempo; the other has a slow tempo.
How does the tempo affect the mood of the music?

How does the music feel?
What is its mood?

Fast or Slow?

Violin Concerto by Samuel
Barber, 3rd movement

Johann Sebastian Bach
Orchestral Suite in D Major, BWV 1068 2nd movement: Air

Paintings have tempo too. Look at the following 3 paintings. What
is the tempo of each painting?
Tempo
Claude Monet: Argenteuil
Georges Seurat:
The Circus
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Umberto Boccioni: Car and
Hunting Fox

Articulation is a fancy word to describe how notes connect to each other. In string instruments, the articulation is changed by how the bow is used.
The bow can be bounced on the string, it can hit the string sharply, it can be smooth and
connected, or it can be eliminated completely (pizzicato is the word for when the string is
plucked with a finger). That changes the articulation a lot! Articulation can also be described
as texture, or the way something feels to touch. When the bow bounces and the notes are
short, they sort of sound like a rubber ball bouncing up and down. Smooth bow can sound like
a piece of soft silk. Sound can also be rough like sandpaper, sharp like a tack, or fluffy like a
cloud. Watch the ACO play a movement of a Quartet by Edvard Grieg. Look at their bows and
listen for the articulation and the texture.
How are they using their bows? What textures do you hear?

Look at all the different surfaces in the following paintings. How would they feel to touch?
How might they sound? How did the artist create the effect of the different textures?

George Stubbs:
Brown and White Norfolk or Water Spaniel

Johannes Vermeer:
The Music Lesson

Rembrandt: Elephant
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Dynamics is the musical term for changes in volume. Composers write in the music how loud or
soft the musicians should play.
Usually these words are in Italian. For instance, if the composer writes “piano” (or just the
letter p), this means to play quietly. If the composer writes “forte” (or the letter F), this means
to play loudly.

Also Sprach Zarathustra is the title of a very famous piece by Richard Strauss. You might recognize it! Listen to the beginning: Mr. Strauss wrote a huge crescendo – this means the orchestra starts soft and then gets louder incrementally, until it’s really loud! What if he had
written a diminuendo (to get softer) instead – how would that have changed the effect of the
music?

The object of dynamics is to provide lots of variety for the music. Nobody wants to listen to
someone speak only loudly or only softly all the time; it’s boring. Using different dynamics provides contrasts within the music. This symphony by Joseph Haydn is nicknamed the “Surprise”
Symphony. Why?
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If you want to hear some really Forte (loud!) playing, listen to the end of Piotr Tchaikovsky’s
1812 Overture. Actually, it’s Fortississimo (very very very loud)!

Unit 7: Notation
Music has existed since the dawn of civilization. The first strands of music were passed along
by oral tradition (singing or playing out loud for others) but pretty soon people figured out
that creating a way to write down sounds could help music survive and be communicated, especially if the original musician forgot the melody or was no longer around to teach it.

Notation is any system created to visually represent sounds.

WORDS THAT SHOW DYNAMICS – CHANGES IN VOLUME
Listen to an ACO musician play the following examples of musical concepts and jot down a
picture or symbol that represents each sound.

pianissimo
very soft

piano
soft

FORTE
LOUD!

FORTISSIMO
VERY LOUD!

CRESCENDO
getting LOUDER

DIMINENUENDO
Getting softer
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Special Effects!

Mute
A device used to make an
instrument softer

Pizzicato
Plucking the string with a
finger instead of the bow

Tremolo
Moving the bow back and
forth on the string as fast
as possible

Ponticello

Harmonic

Playing on the bridge,
which makes an eerie,
squeaky sound

A whispery sound created
by putting your finger on
the string lightly

UNIT 7
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Emotions

Happy

Sad

Scared

Angry
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Articulation – how the notes connect to one another
Spiccato
Bouncy

Staccato
Sharply detached

Legato

Slurred

Smoothly detached

Two or more notes played
on the same bow, not detached

Tempo
Fast

Slow
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Register/Pitch
High

Low

Duration
Long

Short
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SKETCHPAD
Key Rough Draft – Work in Progress!
Start to brainstorm your own system of notation. How do you want to visually represent
dynamics, articulation, emotions, special effects?
Think about creating a system that allows you to combine more than one idea. (Happy,
loud, bouncy music or scared, quiet music with tremolo and pizzicato -- remember that
you can use color and shapes and size to help, for example, the bigger it is the louder
it is, all things colored in red mean angry mood, anything circled in a fluffy white cloud
means play soft, etc…)
When you start to compose your piece you will add to, change and edit this key as you
decide what you want to put in your music and what notation you need to express yourself.
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Unit 8: Composing The Four Seasons

Remember The Four Seasons by Antonio Vivaldi? The music was inspired by paintings of the four seasons by an artist named Marco Ricci, but in addition, either
Vivaldi or a colleague of his (no one is quite sure which) wrote poems about the
seasons that correspond with the music. Listen to The Four Seasons on the website, and notice the sections where the music corresponds with the words.
Read the following poem by Cecil Frances Alexander.

The Four Seasons
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Composing:
Now it is time to start composing your own Four Seasons to go along with the poem
above. You are going to be composing a piece by drawing a picture using the symbols,
pictures, and colors that you have brainstormed on your key. Feel free to keep changing your key as you compose to make it fit with the sounds you want to hear. When you
are done composing, you can make a final draft of your key. Your picture should tell a
musical story of the Four Seasons.

Pre-composing
Step 1: Pick a verse (one season) and fill in the information for each line.

What is the mood of the
line in this poem? What
other emotions might you
feel in this season?

Does the poem mention
specific sounds? What
other sounds might you
hear in this season?

What dynamics, articulations or special effects
come to mind that could
add to the emotions or
sounds?

Line 1

Line 2

Line 3

Line 4
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Step 2: Decide how you want your picture/composition to be read.
Remember that one can look at a picture in any order, but in music the musician has to
know when to play what. Read each verse and decide the order and tempo in which you
want your music to be heard. As you are drawing your picture, make it clear in which
order the events happen. Add a direction on the key that explains how to read it (for
example, read from left to right, or read in a counterclockwise circle, or follow the arrows.)

Step 3: Start Drawing!!
Use the chart you made above to help, and here are some other things to think
about:
SET THE MOOD
What are the emotions you feel in each verse? What are the emotions you might feel
in each season? Which emotions do you want the music to express? Do you want the
emotions to change?
ADD SOUNDS FROM NATURE OR OTHER SOUNDS YOU MIGHT HEAR IN THE POEM
OR EACH SEASON.
Think about what sounds are described in each verse or what other sounds you might
hear in each season and add those to your key. (For example, you can add the sounds of
birds, rain, wind, etc…)
ADD DYNAMICS, ARTICULATIONS AND SPECIAL EFFECTS TO YOUR MOODS AND
SOUNDS.
What dynamics, articulations or special effects can add to your emotions or sounds?
(Make sure they correspond – for instance if you want a sad, tired feeling, don’t also add
loud bouncy notes! These are opposite effects. Think about which dynamics, articulation
and special effects will help the emotions and sounds you want to hear.
ADD ANY LINES OR SHAPES (like in the Webern and Kandinsky)
But if you do, add to the key a description of how to read them (For example, long lines
= long notes, short lines = short notes, high and low pitch is up and down, so a line going
from top to bottom will be from high to low, etc.)
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SKETCHPAD
Composition Rough Draft
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